
Square Umbrella
UM-SQ
The Umbrella is ideal for outdoor fairs, sporting events, restaurants, bars, concerts, 
festivals and more. Can be used for commercial or residential use. Strong, solid, 
stable, wind-resistant & durable. Graphics are long-lasting and can endure exposure 
to outdoor elements.

features and benefits:

dimensions:

Hardware Graphics

additional information:

- Promotional umbrella can be used for 
commercial or residential use

- Steel poles and arms are white
- Black base sold seperately
- Overall height with umbrella = 109”h

- Carry bag included
- One year limited hardware warranty  

against manufacturer defects
- Six month graphics limited warranty

Assembled unit :
80”w x 109”h x 80”d
2232mm(w) x 2769mm(h) x 2232 mm(d)

Approximate weight:
53 lbs / 25 kg

Refer to related graphic template for more 
information.

Visit: 
https://www.theexhibitorshandbook.com/
download-graphic-templates

Custom digital print graphic material:
6.5 oz outdoor canvas

No stock color canopies

Disclosure information: 
Usage in adverse weather voids all warranties

Carry bag included

We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications without prior notice.  
All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for variance.  E&OE.  See Graphic Templates 
for graphic bleed specifications.

Shipping

Shipping dimensions:
Umbrella: 67”l x 6”h x 6”d
1702mm(l) x 152mm(h) x 152mm(d)

Base: 
23”l x 21”h x 5”d
584mm(l) x 533mm(w) x 127mm(h)

Approximate total shipping weight:
55 lbs / 25 kg
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Set-up

1 3 4

5

Remove Umbrella frame
and poles from carry bag

With poles secured, Umbrella  
canopy is ready to be opened

8Unit is complete

2
Place bottom pole into base 

*base not included with umbrella

Push collar past tension threshold 
to fully extend canopy

Insert bottom pole into top 
and turn knob to secure. 

(reverse motion to dissemble)

6 7
Insert pin into hole of pole
once umbrella is fully open.

Push pin through pole entirely
to secure open canopy.


